
Most Commonly Asked 
Questions about Rats 

#1 What size opening can a rat get through? 
A quarter is just under an inch in diameter (0.96 inches). Not all rats can fit through a hole the size 
of a quarter. Large rats and overweight rats are too big. But some rats are small enough to fit 
through — especially juvenile rats. 

#2 Can a rat climb up a wall? 
The house mouse and the brown rat are common rodent pests. … Rats are efficient burrowers and 
can burrow for several meters horizontally. Both rats and mice are good climbers and can climb 
vertical walls if the surface is rough enough, and “shimmy” up between walls and drain pipes. 
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#3 How Does a Rat Get in the House? 
Rats can squeeze into amazingly small areas. Evenrats that look very big can almost slide in like 
jelly into the tightest of gaps and holes – it’s amazing to watch. … How Big Do Rats Get? They can 



inhabit very small nooks and crannies inside a house, from walls to ceilings, crawl spaces and 
attics. 

#4 What are Signs of a Rat in your House? 
● Rat Droppings. Tend to be found concentrated in specific locations as rats produce up to 40 

droppings per night. … 
● Rub Marks. Rats use established routes along skirting boards and walls due to their poor 

eyesight. … 
● Scratching Noises. … 
● Rat Holes. … 
● Rat Nests. … 
● Footprints. 

#5 Do Rats Attack You? 
FACT: Some rats, if provoked and cornered, will fight their way out of the confrontation, as will many 
wild animals. But most rats do not outwardly attackhumans. Young babies, bed-confined elders, 
and the homeless sleeping in doorways and alleys, however, are occasionally bitten by unprovoked 
rats. 

#6 Do Rats have a Collapsible Skeleton? 
No. These are myths. 

Rats have a skeleton made of bones connected with joints and cartilage, just like we do.  

 

For more info please check out our comprehensive page on RAT FAQs here  

 

http://wildlifetrapper.com/rat-faq/

